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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach to sound design based on
knowledge engineering. The approach aims to include aspects of compu-
tational creativity into the process to ease the work of the sound designer.
To form the basis of our approach we have interviewed a sound designer,
and identified a number of problems that we plan to address. We believe
that including a computational creativity engine into the tool will help
the designer more efficiently explore the spectrum of design parameters
for sounds faster, and lead to a more satisfying end result.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes an ongoing project exploring computational methods for
aiding sound design tasks. The purpose of the project is to address a number
of repetitive tasks in the sound design process by using computational creativ-
ity methods in sound synthesis and selection. The project’s concrete goal is to
develop a system for sound generation based on:

1. A domain ontology for structuring the design space of the sound designer
2. Sound descriptions based on the domain ontology that are given as input to

the synthesis engine
3. A multi-agent based system that encompasses principles from computational

creativity that proposes solutions to the sound descriptions
4. A synthesis engine that creates the sounds.

The scope of the project is limited to creativity support and it is not intended
to replace the actual sound designer. This pragmatic limitation was introduced
with the intention to make the project usable for real work. The limitation simpli-
fies several technical and conceptual questions, such as we do not need to justify
the algorithmic assessment of generated creative assets or the rigorous definition
of a creativity concept for the project. Instead we view our tool as augmenting
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human creativity with intelligent computational methods in the sound design
process. Thus in the end the success of the approach will be measured through
the adoption by sound designers.

Computational Creativity is a multi-disciplinary research area exploring prac-
tical and theoretical issues of simulating creative behavior with a computer. One
of the most influential works in this field is the research of Margaret Boden [1],
proposing conceptual spaces as a way to structurally reason about creativity. Al-
though she did not provide a formal description of her approach, the framework
developed by Geraint Wiggins [2] provides a mathematical model of creativity
based on Boden’s ideas. We will reflect on the relationship between our knowl-
edge engineering approach with computational creativity and the framework by
Wiggins [2] in particular.

The aim of this paper is to give an overview of our approach, and focus on
the general methodological issues in the knowledge elicitation process. We use
interviews with professional sound designers, and already documented knowledge
(books [3–5] blog posts [6–8] to build a sound design ontology. The ontology
is expected to evolve in an interactive manner, as more information is added
through the interviews, and from other sources. The interviews are also intended
to critique the approach as the sound designers can easily comment what could
be useful and what could not.

2 Related Work

There are a lot of examples of computational creativity projects, but for this
paper we would like to mention some of those, which directly concern the sound
itself, i.e. using computational/AI methods to generate sound.

In [9] (SeaWave) authors use a taxonomy to synthesise the sound. The tax-
onomy terms include informal descriptions of the timbral and temporal features
of the sound. The additive synthesis technique was used, but the programmers
predefined the set of timbres. Other work [10] (ARTIST) elaborates further the
approach by moving a taxonomy of sound attributes into a knowledge base. A
subtractive synthesier uses it to provide “some degree of automated reasoning
which supports the laborious and tedious task of writing down number sequences
for generating a single sound on a computer”. A knowledge base approach was
also used in a more recent work [11], where authors developed an expert system
for additive sound synthesis controlled by fuzzy sound description attributes.
Different machine learning methods were also used to create sound synthesisers,
for example, in [12] two neural networks was used to map a verbal descriptor
space onto an additive synthesier parameters and vice-versa; in [13] an evolu-
tionary algorithm was used to find the optimal parameters for a FM synthesier
for the sound matching purpose.
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Fig. 1. Approach diagram.

3 Approach Overview

The project goal is to build a tool for sound designers and an approach was
shaped this idea in mind. Fig. 1 demonstrates the main components of the
approach: it starts with a knowledge elicitation to formalize sound designers’
knowledge in the form of ontology, which then binds a synthesis and a multi-
agent systems together. The approach is iterative and involves continuous im-
provement through interaction with professionals. We do not try to capture “an
objective” domain knowledge and think about the approach in a pragmatic way:
if the tool is useful for sound designers then the approach will be assessed as
successful.

The knowledge elicitation is done through interviews and documents analysis.
Subjects of interest here are sound design techniques and terminology used by
experts. The former provides us with the knowledge how to manipulate sound,
the latter—with an essential knowledge to describe sound in an informal man-
ner. Many professionals often describe timbral, temporal or other aspects of the
sound using mentions of real-world objects and phenomena (“brass”, “rotating”,
etc.), but also ones which does not have strict definitions, for example (“dark”,
“dull”, “sparkling”, etc.) [14]. They are often metaphoric, representing how a
subject perceives the sound, but there is evidence such verbalisations can be
meaningfully used for timbre description [9, 15, 14, 16, 17] and even hold their
meanings across people speaking different languages [18]. Also the creation of
a controlled vocabulary of the most meaningful words to describe sound has
its own value [19]. The outcome of the knowledge elicitation will be a domain
ontology.

The ontology has three main parts: a sound design terminology, a taxonomy
of sound objects and a model of sound design process. The first one provides the
basic concepts used in the domain, like physical or psychoacoustic terms and also
informal words used to communicate about sound, elicited from the interviews.
The second one, the taxonomy, adds real-world object entities to the ontology
to annotate sounds. These may include, for example, “a car”, “a rotor”, etc.—
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the objects which have their own distinctive sound. Such terms complement the
first part, as we can describe the sound itself not only by how we perceive it,
but also by referring to the object that produce it (“flutey”, “glassy”, etc.). The
third one holds the formal representation of the sound design techniques (like
effect processing chains, etc.), actions (what can be done with the sound) and
connections between actions and their outcomes (represented as concepts in the
first part). The purpose of these connections is to annotate how actions affect the
sound with already known terms and add semantic meaning to all manipulations
with the sound. Thus, the ontology provides the means, from the one hand, to
describe a sound in the formally encoded terms and, from the other, to add
semantics to sound manipulations.

“The creativity” in the project will be implemented as a multi-agent system.
Each agent is fully capable to produce creative assets by its own. To do this it
composes knowledge from the ontology to make a sound from a combination of
actions. Being connected with others, the agent is capable to look at the state
of its neighbors and, depending on its behaviour traits, evolve own state in a
specific way. For example in [20] authors assign a role to each agent, thus making
one to mimic other agents, or the opposite, to oppose others in creative assets
generation.

4 Knowledge Elicitation

4.1 Informal Interview with a Sound Designer

During the project work a semi-structured interview with a professional sound
designer has been conducted. The purpose of this interview was to get the
overview of the domain and to understand existing problems to be addressed.
“Semi-structured” means that the interview was conducted with the concrete
purpose, but without elaborated structure. This section summarizes the inter-
view.

There are two approaches to sound design differing by the way the sound is
generated and used: a sample-based and a procedural [3]. The former presumes
processing of already recorded sounds to be triggered at the specific game event,
and the latter—building the signal processing chain for use in a real-time con-
text. Although the latter approach is promising, it is not commonly used due to
implementation complexity, hence the sample-based approach is used most to do
sound design. But it creates a burden of navigating through big sample libraries
for the interviewee. Sample management software does not completely solve the
problem, as it is based on a per-sample hand-added metadata, which often in-
complete or even missing. This leads to the situations when a single sound query
returns several dozens of sounds need to be listened in order to find a relevant
one for a task.

Sound design is done based on the technical requirements or other concept
document. As a sound is designed to support activities on the screen, the vi-
sual information usually defines the requirements for the sound. Hence, a sound
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designer has a visual reference for the sound to be created, which also can be
described verbally. For example, the sentence “boxy watery human breathing”,
which is more elaborated in the next section, is a typical verbalization form that
narrows down the possible solutions for the sound to be made.

And finally, in game sound design there is a need to create sets of similar
sounds that will be triggered randomly during the game (e.g. gun shots).

During the interview the following list of repetitive tasks of the sound design
process have been identified: 1) navigation through a big sample library, 2) con-
struction of the effect chains based on the unstructured query, 3) creation of the
similar sounds to create random sets for games.

4.2 Case: Heavy Armor Sound Design for the InSomnia Project

A sound designer working on the game InSomnia3 has published a detailed story
how he designed a sound for a heavy armored game character [6]. For the sound
examples and visual references we suggest the reader to refer to the original post,
and here we would like to give a brief sound design process summary for this
case and discuss its relevance to the raised issues.

The author defined three stages in the design process: concept (defining how
to make a sound), sound design in DAW, embedding sound into a game engine.
The following paragraph is a short retelling of the art concept, provided by the
author.

The game has a dieselpunk setting, hence the mechanical sounds should be
used. No sci-fi elements or electronics. A human is inside the armor. The ar-
mor is heavy, hence the sound should convey the feeling of something massive.
There is a helmet and a knapsack, the latter contains something, probably a wa-
ter pipeline system. The armor has a lot of moving parts and small mechanical
elements. The helmet is somehow connected to the water system in the knap-
sack, so the human inside breathes through some kind of a “water filter”. The
resulting armor sound consists of three different sounds: a voice, a knapsack, a
metal/mechanics.

For the purpose of this paper to show the example of knowledge that can be
elicited from the use case, we would like to elaborate only on the voice sound.

The sound effect chain is represented on the Fig. 2.
The authors of this paper describe the resulting sound as “boxy watery hu-

man breathing”, that means that the purpose of the whole processing chain is
to make the sound with this characteristic. This sentence has a clear structure:
it contains of a noun (“human breathing”) and two adjectives (“boxy” and “wa-
tery”). The noun corresponds to the sound source and the adjectives—to the
effect blocks. This natural form of sound verbalization can be used to create a
query for the sound specification.

To add ‘watery” feeling to the breathing sound the designer decided to use
a vocoder which applies spectral envelope of breathing to the distorted bubbles
sound and hence makes the sound “watery”. The combination of resonators and

3 InSomnia project homepage, URL: http://www.insomnia-project.com/
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Fig. 2. The sound processing of the “boxy watery human breathing” sound.

cabinet simulator are, in our opinion, responsible for the “boxy” characteristic
of the sound.

This example illustrated that some simple statements can be decomposed
into small chunks that have correspondence to sound processing blocks. The
interpretation we provided is one of many and in the tool a multi-agent system
will be responsible for doing the search for ones.

5 Multi-agent System for Sound Generation

As discussed in the previous section, the sound design process starts with a
concept requirement—an informal description of the sound to be created. Hence,
we can see the creativity problem as a search for solutions satisfying this informal
description. Such simplification has direct correspondence to the computational
creativity model explored by Boden [1], and developed it into a more formal
framework later by Wiggins[2]. The core of this approach is the existence of
conceptual space—a knowledge gathered by a creative agent. This knowledge
includes culture, history, skills and other concepts, which define agents thinking.
“Boden conceives the process of creativity as the identification and/or location
of new conceptual objects in a conceptual space” [2]. She also discriminates
between exploratory and transformational creativity. The former is the search
for a concept in the current space, and the latter involves changing of the agent’s
conceptual space in order to come up with a new concept. To provide more
rigorous description of the model Wiggins [2] introduces some modifications.
He defines the universe as all possible concepts, and conceptual spaces are the
subsets of the universe. He also defines two distinct rule sets: to constrain the
conceptual space and to traverse it—hence the artificial agents differ not only in
the concepts they hold, but also in how they look for new concepts.

This project proposes a computational creativity tool based a multi-agent
system. At the very heart of the system is the domain ontology, filled with the
knowledge elicited from sound designers and domain-specific sources. It contains
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rules how the sound can be manipulated and a terminology to describe sound
and the information how different sound processing blocks affect the sound. The
multi-agent system, once initialized, sets up a number of agents, gives a slice of
the ontology and assigns a behavioral trait for each of them and creates initial
connections between them. Once system is executed, each of the agents looks for
the solution for the requested sound query. Agents can evolve over time based on
their behavioral traits and connections with other agents. In terms of Wiggins’s
framework the ontology plays a role of the universe, the ontology slices are the
conceptual spaces, the sound query is the space constrain rule and the behavioral
traits are the space traverse rules.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we proposed an approach to sound design computational creativity
based on the knowledge engineering and multi-agent system and discussed its
connection to the existing computational creativity framework [2]. Although
the project is still in its early stage, the results of the interviews and the case
study have clearly demonstrated the importance of the knowledge elicitation for
creativity process modeling.

At the current state a number of issues still present. Particularly, the multi-
agent system and sound analysis and synthesis algorithms are not well elaborated
yet. The multi-agent system concept lacks specification on agents communication
and how the system should be embedded in the process of the actual sound
designer. Sound analysis has a great importance for the project, as it should
provide the means for the smart search in the sound library. The methods for
automatic annotation of audio files should be developed in order to provide
responses for an informal query. The tool will be evaluated by the professionals’
feedback, assessing how well it integrates with their workflow and how they like
to work with it.
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